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Abstract. Learning how architecture impacts human perception can help us understand how civic 

monuments bring us together or drive us apart, create community cohesion and identity or the reverse: 

anomie, placelessness and the fragmentation of the public realm. Boston City Hall and Plaza, an urban 

renewal project from the 1960s, intended to revitalize a historic American city, makes for an excellent 

case study to see how buildings impact us and in this instance, promote ‘avoidant’ behavior. This pilot-

study shows the power of one biometric tool, an eye tracker, to quickly reveal how the City Hall 

architecture does not fit human evolutionary predispositions, implicitly turning people away — and 

always will. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Piazza del Campo in Siena, Italy and Boston’s City Hall Plaza are often cited as 

the best and worst of what architecture can be, (see Figure 1). The Italian piazza with its 

crenelated city hall and tightly-aligned buildings has invited public gathering and 

acclaim for centuries, frequently making best in design lists (D’Alessio, 2016). Boston’s 

50-year old plaza, on the other hand, an urban renewal project from the 1960s, has never 

lived up to its promise. Instead, one can find it listed as one of ”the most disappointing 

places in America,” (Project for Public Spaces, 2002) and even calls for its demolition 

(Renzas, 2012). 

Why is this? The question has been studied extensively. Researchers have 

carefully analyzed Boston City Hall Plaza for years, including in graduate school theses 

(Helfand, 2009) and recent Tufts University planning classes (Wu, 2016). In 2015, 

Boston’s then-new Mayor, Marty Walsh, launched yet another initiative (Quinn, 2015) 

to find ways to improve the look, feel and function of his workplace. 

So, why does Boston’s Government Center fail from a public perspective? 

Frequently mentioned strengths of the Italian versus the American counterpart, which 

remarkably enough, was inspired by its historic counterpart, (Helfand, 2009) are listed 

in Table 1. 
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Figure 1. Piazza del Campo and Boston City Plaza 

 

 
Table 1. Strengths of Piazza del Campo versus Boston City Plaza 

 
Piazza del Campo, Siena, c. 1349 

 Pedestrian friendly access to and within 

the plaza; 

 Buildings and plaza scaled for people with 

safe, obvious places for gathering; 

 Destinations for all, such as shops, 

eateries; 

 Protected from vehicular traffic; cars 

banned from central city; 

 Open, yet has awnings for shelter; distinct 

edges, clear exits. 

Boston City Hall Plaza, MA, c. 1968 

 Not-very-pedestrian-friendly access to site 

and uncertain circulation path within; 

 Buildings and plaza not human scaled; no 

place really feels safe; no gathering spots 

beckon; 

 Few destinations such as shops, eateries; 

 Unprotected from vehicles to east, west 

and south; 

 Open design offering little shelter or well-

defined edge-conditions. 

 

Our research suggests there is something more. Indeed, to make sense of Boston 

City Hall Plaza today, we think you first need to ask really basic questions —  like 

these: 

 How do people actually take in the place? 

 Where do they look when they are there? 

 What draws their eye initially, then second and third? 

Using biometric tools, such as eye tracking, which measures our conscious and 

‘unconscious’ eye movements as we take in visual stimuli, and is frequently used in 

advertising and web design, we can now do so, efficiently and inexpensively (Sussman, 

Ward & Hollander, 2018). So, what happens when you eye track Boston City Hall? 

Much more than we expected. In fact, it took us a while to understand our 

findings; but after running four pilot-studies, (Sussman & Ward, 2017) eye tracking 

more than 150 buildings both within and outside Boston over two years, we can now 

report with some authority: 

Boston City Hall and Plaza fail to attract the public because the building and 

surrounding spaces don’t provide the fixation points, or places to maintain visual 

gaze (Krauzlis, 2017) in the first 3-5 seconds the brain needs to see (that’s during pre-

attentive processing, before the conscious brain can get into the act), to most easily 

regulate, feel at its best, and effortlessly move us forward. 

It was astonishing for us to ‘see’ how difficult it was for people to actually look 

at, or ‘fixate’ on any part of the building, even with its picture on a monitor placed 

https://geneticsofdesign.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/siena-boston.png
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directly in front of them. Check out two of the images from our study below. Note 

where people look: at City Hall’s edge conditions, at other people, at vehicles in the 

vicinity. Only at six (6) seconds in did viewers, not all, but 75% of them, look directly 

at the building — apparently, the high contrast large black windows with the engraved 

letters above catching their eye. After that, almost half the participants (15 of 33) 

quickly looked away to focus on outermost edge conditions again. See Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Eye Tracking Boston City Hall and its Plaza 

 

The shadow study above shows eye-tracking results from our first pilot-

study (Sussman & Ward, 2016) of Boston City Hall using iMotions biometric software 

(imotions.com). It aggregates data from 33 viewers and glows brightest where people 

looked most, fading to dark grey in areas ignored. Note how much of the building and 

plaza are in the dark, the unconscious (pre-attentive) brain directing people away from 

City Hall. This is hugely significant, revealing right away how difficult it is for people 

to take in the building. The brain simply does not want them to go there. The green-

circled numbers above show seven areas of interest (AOIs) that drew the attention of 

study participants sequentially. Yellow boxes highlight more eye-tracking metrics. 

 

The Metrics 

 

          Fixations is where eyes stop to focus. The length of time it takes people to focus 

is Time to First Fixation (TTFF). Time Spent is what it sounds like — length of time 

spent focused. Ratio compares the number of people who gazed at an area over total 

number of participants. Revisitors refers to the number of people who looked away and 

looked back at an area; Revisits are the number of times they went back to a same spot. 

Figure 3 shows the Fixation Sequence (1 - 7) Boston City Hall (front elevation). 

https://geneticsofdesign.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/bostoncityhall-eyetracking.png
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1- By 1.3 seconds, 32 of 33 participants look at the area with a person and through 

an opening in City Hall to light beyond, (humans are hardwired to look for people 

and areas of high contrast without conscious effort). 

2- Next, 31 of 33, focus on a second group of people and high-contrast area; gaze 

again appears directed through the building rather than at it. 

3- 25 of 33 then apparently move to study the text and contrast provided by the 

elevation’s tallest punched windows; significantly, this happens at 6 seconds, 

when more of ‘conscious’ brain may come online. 

4- 15 of 33 then notice a side wall against the skyline; (as mammals, we innately 

seek out well-defined edges, it’s a survival strategy). 

5- At 12.6, 13 of 33 shift focus to a person and trucks in the courtyard. 

6- 9 of 33 focus on high contrasting section of brick wall, slightly above trucks. 

7- At 13.6 seconds, 6 out of 33 finally looked at an almost centrally-placed location 

on the City Hall building, high-contrast windows above 2nd fixation point; our 

bifocal vision favors looking at things centered in front of us, so this move seems 

to take a while. 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Fixation Sequence (1 - 7) Boston City Hall (front elevation) 

 

 

https://geneticsofdesign.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/bostoncityhall-eyetracking2.png
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Closer Details of the Fixation Sequence (1 - 4) Boston City Hall  

(front elevation). 

 

1- By 1 second, 33 participants fixated (335 times) on the high-contrast central area 

of image; again, gaze appears drawn to the light, blue sky and brick 

building beyond the plaza. 

2- By 8 seconds in, 25 of 33 viewers, or 75%, are looking away from City Hall to 

iconic Custom House Tower. 

3- 14 of 33 went for the truck, and its contrasting print letters; 

4- At 13.3 seconds, 6 of 33, or 18% of viewers, go back to look at the building, 

likely drawn to contrasting color, sharp edges and letters above entry, again we 

see the building promoting ‘avoidant’ behavior in the critical pre-attentive 

phase. 

Of course, a next question would be, what kind of architecture draws the eye 

in pre-attentive processing? That is key to understand if we want to design people-

friendly places! And a quick answer would be architecture responding to our pre-

attentive habits which evolved in nature over millennia; this evolutionary process made 

human perception relational, pre-set to seek out faces, fractals, and delight in taking in 

diverse bilateral-symmetrical arrangements. (For more on the forms we innately seek 

and easily process, see NDI articles by N.A. Salingaros, including Socio-Cultural 

Identity in the Age of Globalization (2018)). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Fixation Sequence (1 - 2) Old State House, Boston (rear elevation). 

Eye-tracked images©geneticsofdesign.com 

 

No surprise, then, that when you eye track a traditional façade, such as the view of 

Boston’s Old State House, (c. 1713), below, a Georgian creation, listed as one of the 

oldest public buildings in the U.S. (Wikipedia, 2019), and less than 1/10 of a mile from 

Boston City Hall, you will watch people within 5 seconds — in pre-attentive processing 
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—  find the door. The Old State House anticipates how we see and what we need to see 

to ground ourselves in space, which significantly is requisite for making us feel like we 

belong in a place. It is bilaterally symmetrical, with clear hierarchy and a façade 

suggesting a face. Architecture that fails in pre-attentive processing, such as Boston 

City Hall, fails because it neglects human requirements including one particularly 

salient fact: we see ‘reality’ through an ‘evolutionary scrim’ and this ancient brain 

architecture (Pleistocene) drives our lives, setting the parameter for built environments 

and city design not only in pre-industrial and Colonial times, but today and into the 

future. Successful places in our external world must mirror needs of the hidden, internal 

one. Natura non facit saltus. (Nature doesn’t make leaps!) 
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